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Introduction

SOMETHING APPEARS TO BE dramatically wrong with research in library science. Some would argue that there is simply too little of it. Others, like Herbert Goldhor, would insist that what little research is done is methodically primitive; all that is needed is more sophistication. Yet others, like Lloyd Houser, would claim that what is needed is a quantum leap to some sort of paradigm science that would focus or accelerate research in the field. Still others complain that what is needed is better coordination of research via institutes and centers. Then there are those who point the finger of blame at a research community that appears to be unable to communicate its findings effectively to practicing librarians. Finally, there is the evidence that suggests that practicing librarians, always relentlessly pragmatic, don't pay any attention to the quality research that is available.¹

While I feel that each of these variables contributes some to the general malaise of research in library and information science, taken separately or in any number of permutations, they not only fail to explain the problem but actually tend to mask its real nature. In short, the conclusion from the beginning is that none of the earlier analysts of research in library and information science have gotten it right.²

In the pages that follow it is hoped that these claims are substantiated by tracing the emergence and development of research in library
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science. It will be argued that the prevailing ideology posits the desirability of the adoption of a positivist epistemology for research in the field. Then, using recent work in the social sciences, it shall be argued that such a positivist science is neither possible nor desirable. Finally, drawing on work in critical theory and hermeneutics, it shall be proposed that there be a rethinking of the epistemological foundations of research in library and information science.

The Emergence of Research in Library Science

As early as 1853, when some few librarians began to think about the nature of their new "profession," there was a growing concern centering on the nature of training for work in libraries. Throughout the nineteenth century there was a consensus that librarians would best be trained in a sort of apprentice system. Melvil Dewey began to change all of that by the end of the century, but the conception of librarianship as a mechanical art best assimilated through precept and practice has retained its appeal to this very day. This practical (critics called it "empirical"), intuitive, and experiential approach to education began to draw some fire by the first decade of the twentieth century. By the twenties, strong voices were calling for the creation of a new awareness of science as the key to unlocking the mysteries of library management and—it must be added—as a necessary prerequisite to the improvement of the status of the librarian.

These critics, always a minority of the profession, decried the librarians' mindless attention to technical detail. Pierce Butler stated his view in searing prose:

Unlike his colleagues in other fields of social activity the librarian is strangely uninterested in the theoretical aspects of his profession. He seems to possess a unique immunity to that curiosity which elsewhere drives modern man to attempt, somehow, an orientation of his particular labors with the main stream of human life. The librarian apparently stands alone in the simplicity of his pragmatism.

What was needed—Butler and others would insist—was attention to the role of the scientific method in the investigation of library problems, and especially that method as evidenced in the social sciences.

One can only conjecture whether the views of the "new breed" would have had any significant impact on librarianship had it not been for the decision of the Carnegie Corporation to establish an entirely new type of library school—the Graduate Library School (GLS)—at the University of Chicago. This new program was to be a true graduate
school "in the sense that its primary objective was the extension of the boundaries of knowledge relating to libraries and librarianship." The new school, endowed by $1 million gift, opened its doors with four faculty members and a small group of students in 1928.4

From the outset the school and its project were controversial. Librarians, and even outsiders like Abraham Flexner, heaped criticism and ridicule on the effort. The battle lines were quickly drawn with defenders of the new approach being ably represented by Douglas Waples and Butler, with the opposition view being most fiercely championed by Seymour Thompson who asked, "Do we want a library science?" and then, at great length, answered with a monumental "NO!"5

While some have argued that the pressure from the forces of darkness eventually won the day and led to the abandonment of the initial thrust of the program, it is this author's contention that the GLS not only succeeded in its mission to establish a "psychosociological" research program for the school, but it further succeeded in forming the conception of research in library science for several generations of scholars.8 The justification for this conclusion will emerge, but first it is necessary to examine in some depth what it was that faculty at Chicago were attempting.

Louis Round Wilson, the school's most influential dean, put it succinctly when he wrote that "its early faculty, drawn largely from fields other than librarianship, and experienced in graduate study and research, introduced new ideas from nonlibrary fields, and related librarianship to other enriching disciplines."7 The most enriching of disciplines proved to be sociology, and while all of the early faculty insisted that the "school's sociological point of view rested on a humanistic base" it was soon clear that the faculty and students were losing their sense of balance.8

Indeed, as early as 1936, Wilhelm Munthe, a prominent European librarian, was charging that the school was "too heavily weighted on the psychological and sociological side."9 This early warning was conclusively confirmed when Butler, among the first faculty of the school and author of its manifesto, called foul and argued in a 1951 essay that librarians had apparently succumbed to a "scientistic delusion." "This is," Butler noted, "a mistaken assumption that librarianship is a profession only in so far as it is a science." Butler was quick to point out that this problem was not "peculiar to librarians but is characteristic of our period."10 In the later remark Butler saw what many recent commentators on research in library science have generally overlooked. Librarians and especially the research community in library science, had fallen
prey to the siren called "positivism," the prevailing orthodoxy in the social sciences from the thirties through the sixties.\(^{11}\)

Before proceeding further, it is essential to define the community of scholars that is under discussion. It must be made clear that the segment of the profession that adopted this new positivism from the thirties onward represented a highly select elite. Made up of the graduates of the GLS and the dozen doctoral programs in library science that were cloned off of the GLS model, this group has never numbered much over a thousand. Nevertheless, they have proven of great significance due to the fact that they staff most of the graduate library schools in the country today, and that they are the producers of most of the research being conducted in the field. In the main, members of this group are holders of the doctorate in library and information science.\(^{12}\)

**Positivism and Paradigms in Library Research**

What are the characteristics of the positivism that has become so prevalent among this group? It is my contention that this approach can be characterized as follows:

1. Library science is a genuine, albeit young, natural science. It follows then that the methodological procedures of natural science are applicable to library science; that quantitative measurement and numeration are intrinsic to the scientific method; that epistemological issues are best treated with respect to specific research questions; and that complex phenomena can best be understood by reducing them to their essential elements and examining the ways in which they interact.

2. The library (broadly defined) must be viewed as a complex of facts governed by general laws. The discovery of these laws and theories is the principal objective of research.

3. The relation of these laws and theories to practice is essentially instrumental. That is, once the laws and theories are in place, we will be able to explain, predict, and control—i.e., produce a desired state of affairs by simply applying theoretical knowledge.

4. The library scientist can and should maintain a strict "value-neutrality" in his or her work.

This positivist perspective now governs the thinking of most serious researchers in library science (and probably all who refer to themselves as "information scientists").\(^{13}\) How did it come to pass that such a foreign perspective could hold such sway in the profession once characterized by its intuitive, almost mystical, approach to its work? A
detailed analysis of this development would require an extensive essay in itself, but my conclusions are briefly outlined here.

When the original faculty of the GLS was organized in the late twenties and early thirties, the emphasis was on individuals "drawn largely from fields other than librarianship." Thus the first faculty came to Chicago with varied and recent exposure to new developments in the social sciences and research in general. The same could be said of many of the students. It is clear that faculty and students were generally committed to the interdisciplinary approach to research being proposed on the Midway. Given the time and place, this meant that the faculty and students would be aware of recent developments in the social sciences, especially sociology, and that they should be drawn to the positivism then emerging as the dominant model for research in the social sciences.14

There is little to criticize about these earliest attempts at Chicago. However, before long the plan began to unravel. First, the original faculty departed and was replaced by graduates of the GLS. The idea of a faculty, "drawn largely from fields other than librarianship" was abandoned. Concomitantly, other graduates of the GLS joined the faculties of library schools throughout the country and soon came to dominate them—especially the doctoral programs. Soon the GLS vision of research in library science gained hegemony in the field.

Second—mainly as a result of the drive to define library science as a distinct discipline—the schools, including the GLS, became increasingly jealous of their right to offer a complete graduate program in what was an ever more proscribed subject matter. The result was that contact with the enriching disciplines stopped for all practical purposes in the mid-1940s. By 1956 this situation had advanced to the point where as distant an observer as Arthur Bestor could explicitly accuse librarians of "substituting clock-hours of pseudo-vocational credit for sound learning." Library schools found ways of "expanding their courses in the mere techniques of librarianship and thus prevented the 'leakage' of potential students to genuine graduate departments." This rigid isolation meant that the research community (all library school students for that matter) would be educated in near complete ignorance of new trends and breakthroughs in the social sciences. It has even become commonplace to find this insular trajectory endorsed by leaders in the library and information science field. For instance, in 1979 Ellen Altman forcefully hailed our myopia when she wrote, "let's leave history to historians, sociology to sociologists, psychology to psychologists and concentrate our research efforts on topics central to librarianship." The fact that so many members of the library and information science
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research community seem to agree with Altman's admonition suggests
to me that it has deliberately committed a collective act of intellectual
impoverishment.\textsuperscript{15}

Paradigm Lost: Social Scientists and the Rejection of Positivism

The timing of the emergent intellectual isolation was particularly
unfortunate, for it was in the sixties that social scientists began to revise
their conception of the nature and role of research. At this point, a brief
discussion of the intellectual trajectory that led to the widespread rejection
of positivism by social scientists would appear to be in order. Richard Bernstein notes that in the early 1960s, just at the moment
"when there was a widely shared self-confidence among mainstream
social scientists that their disciplines had finally been placed upon the
firm empirical foundation where we could expect the steady progressive
growth of scientific knowledge of society—troubling issues broke out."\textsuperscript{16} These issues led to a prolonged controversy that still rages
through the social sciences.

Particularly troubling to social scientists, especially in light of the
publication of T.S. Kuhn's highly influential \textit{The Structure of Scientific Re-}
volutions (1962, rev. ed. 1970), was the evidence suggesting that
the social sciences had been incapable of generating a "paradigm"
which could govern research such as that found in the sciences. While
many social scientists misread Kuhn and attempted to use his concept of
the paradigm to prove that their respective social sciences were indeed
sciences (or near sciences), it became all too clear that no single para-
digm in the social sciences could boast the allegiance of even a minority
of the social scientists at work in the country.\textsuperscript{17} Equally distressing was
the awareness that the only paradigm candidate to even come close—
structural functionalism—was generally deemed flawed beyond
repair.\textsuperscript{18}

How could the social sciences qualify as sciences if they could not
generate paradigms that would govern "normal science" similar to that
in the natural sciences? And how long could social scientists, after the
expenditure of countless hours, continue to insist that the problem lay
in the relative immaturity of the social sciences? Ever larger numbers of
scholars began to insist that the problem was much more serious than
the "relative immaturity" thesis would suggest.

Equally disconcerting was the vigorous and ultimately successful
attack on the idea that the social sciences could emulate the \textit{weltfrei}
methods of investigation that prevailed in the sciences generally. This
attack converged on positivism from a number of directions. First there
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was the startling proof that the natural sciences themselves were considerably less than value-free endeavors. A whole range of historians of science, following Kuhn’s lead, were demonstrating that the scientific community was more a political arena where “authority is imposed, and novelty and deviance suppressed” than a forum for the encouragement of an “impartial interest in the quest for truth.”

In the light of this work, social scientists began to examine their own houses only to find widespread evidence of bias and prejudgment in social scientific research. Indeed, by the late 1970s most social scientists seemed amazed at the degree to which they had subscribed to the value-free proposition in the first place. Most now agreed that while objectivity should always remain a topic of concern, it was not possible to continue to assume that scholars in the social sciences could hope to exclude subjective preunderstandings from their pursuit of knowledge. Many even came to insist that such an attempt was both impossible and undesirable.

In a related controversy, social scientists debated the subject/object dichotomy so central to positivism. Comte had insisted that people and society’s institutions must be viewed as neutral objects which could be investigated in essentially the same way that one would investigate a thing. But, by 1960, it was becoming all too clear than an essential difference between the sciences and the social (or human) sciences was that in the latter it was impossible to separate the subject (the researcher) from the object (those being studied). Quite simply, the inability to define a closed system within which to study the human objects means that they cannot be studied independent of the influence of the subject conducting the study.

These varied attacks on positivism in the social sciences led to a growing chorus of eulogies. Typical of the new view is the following assessment:

Now the time seems ripe, even overdue, to announce that there is not going to be an age of paradigm in the social sciences. We contend that the failure to achieve paradigm takeoff is not merely the result of methodological immaturity, but reflects something fundamental about the human world.

Another example is Anthony Gidden’s insistence that “social science must surely be reckoned a failure” in its effort to bring into being a “science of society.” He points out that many still yearn for the “arrival of a social-scientific Newton” but is quick to note that they “are not only waiting for a train that won’t arrive, they’re in the wrong station altogether.”
It now seems clear that the social physics is not about to begin, and further that a positivist approach has proven of little value as a means of producing knowledge of social reality. It seems equally clear that the library physics is not about to begin, and yet many students of library and information science continue to dream of a science of librarianship, a fact that suggests that the crisis has not been deeply enough registered or is being actively evaded.

Toward a Reorientation of Research in Library and Information Science

It would now appear to be the time to open a debate on both epistemological and normative issues surrounding the research endeavor in library science. It is tempting at this point to turn to a discussion of the large, essentially unfinished, research agenda for library and information science. And indeed this author intends such an attempt in a forthcoming volume of *Advances in Librarianship*. But since the emphasis here has been on epistemological issues, the intention is to adhere to that focus and to conclude with a discussion of what are in the main methodological questions. I would insist at the outset that what we don't need is a surrender and return to the old subjectivism that prevailed in this field prior to the advent of the GLS. What is needed is an attempt to transcend the dialectic of defeat and move beyond positivism and subjectivism.

In addressing this matter I am encouraged by recently published essays by Elfreda Chatman, Jack Glazier, Mary Niles Maack, Joseph P. Natoli, and Amusi Odi, all of which demonstrate an awareness of methodological advances in the social sciences and argue for a reorientation of our own work in accord with these new developments. I would like to add my voice to theirs in the general project of building a new conception of what good research might look like while at the same time encouraging us all to look beyond positivism for heroes. It seems to me that we might make a beginning by attending to three critical methodological imperatives.

First, research should be holistic. Carl Shorske notes that the serious student of human society must seek the intersection of two imaginary lines: "One line is vertical, or diachronic," and here the scholar is concerned with the relation of the institution in question to previous expressions of institutional ideas and goals; the other is "horizontal, or synchronic," and here the scholar is concerned with the institution's interrelationship with contemporaneous referents situated in other "fields of the social totality" (e.g., socioeconomic, political).
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thus stands against the unproductive attempt to formulate laws of human society that are intended to apply to collectivities independent of their historical and cultural location. Instead, we must attempt an understanding of human society that integrates fact and theory from history and social science and resists the dissipation of central problems through an ever finer fragmentation around which professional experts cluster with their vested interests.27

Research in library science stands doubly in need of such a corrective perspective. Increasingly, research in this field is ahistorical and deterministic; an attempt to develop general laws intended to apply to objects independent of their historical or cultural location. Such an approach is clearly bankrupt. What is needed is historically informed scholarship that focuses attention on libraries in terms of their "foundation in specific historical developments and in a particular historical situation."28 At the same time, any attempt to view the library in isolation from other contemporaneous social activity is inherently distorting and ultimately fruitless.

A holistic approach would also force the recognition that "library science" is not a separate discipline, but rather a mediating profession concerned with knowledge derived from all other disciplines, and researchers in this profession must be alert to, and prepared to draw upon, developments in the social sciences generally which promise to contribute to the solution of problems specific to libraries.29 "The skilled problem-solver," Barry Barnes points out, "sees the themes of solved problems in those he seeks to solve." Research in library science would be enhanced if scholars would broaden their knowledge of the social sciences so that they might proceed analogically from concrete problem solutions in the social sciences to unsolved problems in library science. This can only be done if the community of scholars in library science cultivates an awareness of what Barnes refers to as the "repertoire of paradigms" in the social sciences.30

Second, our research should be reflexive and empirical. This view is aligned against the positivist conception of science as a suprahistoric, neutral enterprise. As Josef Bleicher points out, students of the human sciences have been forced to realize that the "subject shares the world with his objects, and has a pre-understanding of them which guides his subsequent methodological enquiry," and that "however much we objectify our object, as socio-historically situated observers we cannot but approach it with some pre-understanding."31

The sociocultural embeddedness of the scholar must be recognized, for only this awareness will allow us to rise above the mystifying confusion of an invisible predilection. Alvin Gouldner argues that two
insights are necessary to grasp this concept productively. First, the scholar "must recognize that what is at issue here is not only what is in the world but also what is in himself; he must have a capacity to hear his own voice, not simply those of others." Second, Gouldner argues that the scholar must have the "courage of his convictions, or at least courage enough to acknowledge his beliefs as his"; he must struggle to bring his domain assumptions from the "dim realm of subsidiary awareness into the clearer realm of focal awareness." Such self-reflection is, of course, the first step. Once initiated the scholar must struggle to constantly test his consciousness against the best evidence available, and make the necessary adjustments in his world view when it is contradicted by the evidence.

This point leads naturally into a brief consideration of the empirical nature of critical scholarship. This approach emerged in opposition to the positivist attempt to "reconstruct social reality as consisting of brute data alone." The intent is not to replace empiricism with reflection but rather it is to bring the two approaches under one roof; to find some sort of higher synthesis in which both have a place.

The implications of the reflexive/empirical approach for research in library and information science are self-evident. It would suggest that the all too common denial of preunderstanding in our research is misleading and ultimately dishonest and cowardly. It suggests that the reluctance on the part of the library research community to examine its own domain assumptions is both deliberate and unconscious. For instance, it is apparent that much of the research in library science is defined by, and conducted for, elites determined to gain instrumental control over libraries. It is hard to believe that the researcher's partnership with those in authority is not self-consciously made, and that these same researchers are indifferent to what is to be controlled for what purpose.

It would also appear true, however, that large numbers of researchers in this field have been able to effectively repress any awareness of their own values and genuinely believe in the value-neutrality of their approach. It is all too common for scholars in this field to affect a sort of willful methodological naiveté. This profession seems persuaded that it possesses a neutrality that gives the work an almost autonomous and self-authenticating stature. I now believe that one of the most essential tasks is to expose the "historically conditioned character" of our work, to preside, if you will, over the unmasking of our claim to autonomy founded on a nonexistent neutrality.
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Mary Hesse recently summed up the matter when she noted:

The fact that the view of the social sciences presented here is more often associated with the particular choice of value goals of the revolutionary left does not in the least invalidate the general argument, nor reduce—rather it increases—the need for the moderate centre and right to look to its own value choices. Neither liberal denial that there are such value choices nor cynical right-wing suppression of them from consciousness will meet the case.

Finally, I feel that our work should be dialectical. An emphasis on the dialectic should replace our positivist tendencies to highlight surface appearances. Drawing on Marx, I would argue that there is an essential difference between the “level of appearances” and the underlying social conditions which generate these appearances. As Erik Olin Wright points out, “the central claim is that the vast array of empirical phenomena immediately observable in social life can only be explained if we analyze the social reality hidden behind those appearances.” The positivist tendency to remain on the surface of appearances allows them to describe these phenomena, but not to explain them.

Explanation requires a “theory of the underlying structures of social relations, of the contradictions embedded in those structures, of the ways in which those underlying structures generate the appearances people encounter in everyday life.” As a result the dialectical mode of analysis stresses change, conflict, and tension as the foundations of reality rather than stability and consensus. This dialectical emphasis on contradiction, it is suggested, enables “the analyst to be far more sensitive to social potentialities than the more conventional” positivist approaches that dominated the social sciences in the postwar era.

 Sadly, nearly all of our research is policy-oriented, designed for immediate professional consumption, and this only reinforces the desire to find reductionist answers of “relevance.” All too frequently the emphasis is on professionally palatable findings. Most of this work is quite expert, but it is also unwilling to challenge conventional wisdom. We need to place this complacently descriptive approach to research in question and begin to explore the contradictions inherent in the delivery of “free library service” in a capitalist society.

Conclusion

I have covered rather an extensive terrain, and I fear I have not explored any of it in enough detail to completely satisfy my readers. I
have contended that the basic shortcomings of research in library and information science can be traced to our belated, but nearly complete, conversion to the positivist definition of epistemological rectitude. And that this epistemological self-righteousness has led library and information science researchers to make a fetish of certain methodological approaches to their work and has blinded researchers to the right questions. I have maintained that our research, and ultimately the practice of librarianship itself, requires a radical reorientation if we are to gain any significant understanding of the social reality within which librarians pursue their goals in modern America. To do so it will be necessary to relinquish the rigid commitment to positivism as the only legitimate path to knowledge and to question the concomitant allegiance to “instrumental reason” as the surest guide to professional praxis.

Editor's Note: This paper was presented in preliminary form at a joint meeting of the American Library Association’s Library History Round Table and Library Research Round Table in Chicago on 6 July 1985.
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